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As a result, he and the other
Orcs come across the human
race. The warlock is soon
discovered and captured by
the Horde, and the portal to
the Orcs is used to send all
the orcs to live in the human
city of Draenor. The Horde
is not a peaceful force, but
the vicious Orc leaders want
to control them. During the
War of the Ancients, the
Alliance and Horde clashed,
with the Alliance led by a
human leader Garrosh
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Hellscream winning. The
Horde is led by an Orc,
Orgrim Doomhammer. He
puts forward a plan to
acquire the portal in order to
take over the rest of Azeroth.
Doomhammer's decision is
validated by the bloody battle
between Horde and Alliance
forces, and the plan is a
success. Revelation soon
comes to the Horde capital
of Orgrimmar. The Alliance
leader, Lady Anduin Wrynn,
along with the Alliance
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armies arrive to confront the
Horde. The Horde is
defeated and Gul'dan and the
other Horde leaders are
captured, but Doomhammer
and the other leaders escape.
The Draenor War storyline
ended with the release of the
Battle for Mount Hyjal. The
Horde battled the Alliance to
find the nexus on Mount
Hyjal that controlled
Azeroth's other portals. The
Horde is still being
controlled by the current
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leader of the Horde,
Doomhammer, who used the
Nexus to summon many
other Orcs to aid him in war.
The Alliance defeated the
Horde at the end of the
Battle for Mount Hyjal.
Development During the
development of World of
Warcraft, the Warcraft III
expansion, Wrath of the Lich
King, was released. The
expansion was a huge
success, and development
had already begun for a new
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expansion. Mike Morhaime,
the co-founder and CEO of
Blizzard Entertainment, said,
"We knew that what we had
to do to make it happen was
to blow the doors off Wrath
of the Lich King and look at
everything from that
perspective." Reveal and
release In May 2010,
Blizzard revealed a new
expansion, called World of
Warcraft: Cataclysm.
Blizzard vice president of
game design Rob Pardo said,
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"We're hoping to build a
game that's going to last for a
decade, and then some."
Pardo announced Cataclysm
on the BlizzCon on October
3, 2010. Warcraft III
character and druid Tauren
Chieftain Thunderstruck is
featured as a playable class in
Cataclysm. An Xbox 360
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